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Cheap Web Hosting from the UK's Leading Provider
Fast, reliable and feature loaded, with support you can depend on – we’re one of TrustPilot’s highest rated affordable website hosts. Join thousands of customers who have made the right choice – it’s hosting done right.

View Web Hosting Plans Watch Video 
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Powered by 100% Renewable Energy
Planting trees for a carbon positive workforce
Find out more 
[image: The Green Web Fundation]





A service to suit every requirement
Our cloud hosting platform provides the very best in reliability and performance


[image: Cloud Web Hosting]
Cloud Web Hosting 
Blazing fast web hosting with 99.9% uptime guarantee and 24/7 UK Support
from
£
3
.00
per Month
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WordPress Hosting 
Our purpose built WordPress platform gives milisecond page loads and huge traffic handling.
from
£
7
.00
per Month
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Email Hosting 
Robust email, powerful anti spam that works on all computers and devices.
from
£
2
.50
per Month
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Node.js Hosting 
A high performance Node.js platform for your Node based apps and database storage.
from
£
5
.00
per Month
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Reseller Hosting 
Host multiple sites with their own control panel to resell to your own customers.
from
£
25
.00
per Month
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Web Design 
A custom built website by our expert in-house designers which won’t break the bank.
from
£
20
.00
per Month













Can't decide on a package? We're ready to help!
Chat with the team for some friendly, expert advice.

Get In Touch




[image: ]Need some help choosing a package?
We've got you covered!
HostPresto are one of the leading independent, affordable website hosts. We pride ourselves on our personal touch, with fast and effective support. When you call on us for support, you won’t get a different member of staff every time and every one of our team are highly technical. You’ll get the help you need without having to jump through hoops. We understand that keeping you happy means you’ll stay with us for many years, everybody wins!
Get In Touch 
[image: ]Migrating from another host?
Free migration on all packages.
Making the switch to HostPresto is extremely straight forward. All packages include free migration. Our experienced engineers will handle your migration with no downtime, and complete security. The website migration includes all of your website files, databases and e-mail accounts so you can rest assured no data will be lost. We will schedule the migration at a time that suits you. Migrations made easy – join us for low cost hosting today!
Find out more 



Why host with HostPresto
All of our web hosting packages offer the following
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30 Day Money Back Guarantee
We know you'll love our services, but for peace of mind we'll give you a 30 day money back guarantee. Request cancellation in the first 30 days and we'll refund you no questions asked.
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UK Company, UK Staff, UK Datacentre
We're a UK registered company based on the south coast and all of our staff remote work around the UK. Our datacentre is located in Kent. We pay our taxes in the UK and we're not affiliated with any multinational companies.
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Leading Independent Web Host
We're one of the leading independent UK hosts with hundreds of genuine customer reviews on TrustPilot. We aren't owned by any big multi nationals, we're small, passionate and caring.
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We Own Everything, We Never Resell
We own and operate all of our infrastructure - we never resell services from other companies. This allows us complete control over the service we provide. It allows us to give you a predictable, reliable, low cost service.
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24/7/365 UK Based Support
Expert technical support is on hand 24 hours a day to help. All of our staff are technically trained to the best standards so you'll get someone who knows what they're doing - first time, every time.
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Free Migrations
All of our hosting and managed server solutions include free migrations for all of your websites from any other host. We know moving hosts can be hard work, so let our expert engineers do this for you.
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No Setup Fees or Contracts
All of our services can be paid monthly or yearly, and there are no hidden fees, setup fees or contracts to tie you in. Our pricing is transparent, consistent and fair.
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99.9% Uptime Guarantee
We offer a 99.9% uptime guarantee on all hosting and managed services and by proactively monitoring our redundant infrastructure, we regularly hit 100% uptime on a monthly basis.
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100% Renewable Energy
We're a certified partner of the thegreenwebfoundation.org

...
trees

Planted in our
Forests

...
tones

Employee
CO2 Offset

5520
kWh

100% Renewables
Last 30 Days
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Planting Trees
We've partnered with Ecologi to plant trees, fund projects to remove CO2 and become a climate positive workforce.
Our Ecologi Page 
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Renewable Energy
All of our data centre infrastructure is powered by 100% renewable energy.  We've been certified by The Green Web Foundation to ensure our power comes from legitimate renewable sources.
Our Certification 
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Efficient Infrastructure
We run our infrastructure at the highest possible efficiency, resulting in up to half as much power consumed as a traditional host.
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Green Perks
We want to be green through and through, so all staff are offered green perks such as subsidised electric vehicles.
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See what our customers say
Don't just take our word for it, read it from them


Long time Node User
"I have been creating Node.js for a few years now and have always had issues with the major hosts. Typically configuration issues or simply lack of knowledge/support surrounding Node.js. That was until I found HostPresto. Not only are the servers extremely well configured out of the box, the support team are also highly knowledgeable when it comes to Node.js which is a rarity in this industry."

[image: ]
Anthony Fletcher
Chatham, Kent




Simply nobody better!
"I have been running various Node.js deployments on my VPS I have here with HostPresto and being a long term customer I can tell you that when it comes to Node.js web hosting there is nobody better than HP. Not only do they have the hardware and infrastructure to support development but the support team are also highly adept when it comes to dealing with even complex issues."
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Joshua Saunders
Epping, Essex




Excellent support!
"As a developer I am thankful I was able to find HostPresto. It's rare to have an independent web host with a support team who are personally well versed in all aspects of web design and developmnet. It makes explaining things and resolving web hosting issues so much easier."
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Craig Brunnel
Lancaster, Lancashire















We’re one of the highest rated UK hosts







Trustpilot




Or perhaps one of our app optimised plans?
We offer optimised web hosting for a range of applications.
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WordPress Hosting
Affordable hosting optimised specially for WordPress, it’s blazing fast, secure and fully compatible with 99.99% of all themes and plugins.
View Packages 
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Filemaker Hosting
FileMaker customer looking for app specific hosting? Look no further, we offer plans for all FileMaker versions. See what we can do for you.
View Packages 
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Magento Hosting
Fast and secure hosting optimised for Magento. Preinstalled with Magneto so you can start an online shop within minutes.
View Packages 
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Windows ASP.net Hosting
If Windows Hosting is your preference, we can cater for you too. Click on view packages to see our dedicated Windows plans.
View Packages 
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Drupal Hosting
Love Drupal? You’ll love our optimised plans. We’ve been offering Drupal hosting for over 5 years. Our service is second to none.
View Packages 
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Email Hosting
Enterprise grade email, robust, secure and performant. Fully compatible with all clients and devices. The UK’s premium email hosting service.
View Packages 
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Node.js Hosting
Looking for affordable hosting for your Node.js app? We can help! HostPresto are considered experts in the field when it comes to Node. Give us a try.
View Packages 
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Joomla Hosting
If it’s Joomla optimised hosting you’re looking for then you’ve in the right place. We’ve got a range of packages to suit.
View Packages 





Can't decide on a package? We're ready to help!
Click on the button below to chat to one of our expert advisors!

Get In Touch








See our Tutorials
Guides, tips and tricks from our community members

[image: What are the reseller sub account specs?]What are the reseller sub account specs?
You can make custom packages for your reseller sub accounts, they will have the default specifications as follows: Memory: 512MB CPU: 1 File Limit: 150k We also provide some preset packages which have higher allocations for more demanding sites, although you may not require all of the disk space allocation, the package is designed to […]

March 27, 2023
Read More What are the reseller sub account specs? 



[image: 5 Website Hosting Solution Trends for 2022 and Beyond]5 Website Hosting Solution Trends for 2022 and Beyond
Looking for the right web hosting solution for your website can be an intimidating task. Options nowadays are more diversified than ever, and each year brings new developments in the web hosting market. If you have no clue of what to look out for, you can find yourself overwhelmed with the choices. Hence, you must […]

July 4, 2022
Read More 5 Website Hosting Solution Trends for 2022 and Beyond 



[image: 64 Content Marketing Statistics Demonstrating the Power of Content]64 Content Marketing Statistics Demonstrating the Power of Content
Content marketing continues to be one of the most valuable tools for today’s online businesses. With content, you can improve your chances of reaching your target audience, boost your search engine standing, and even unlock new opportunities for sales. The more content you produce, the more you can strengthen your domain authority, demonstrate your thought […]

June 4, 2022
Read More 64 Content Marketing Statistics Demonstrating the Power of Content 



[image: 53 User Experience Stats for 2022]53 User Experience Stats for 2022
User Experience (UX) is one of the most crucial factors to consider in web design. As the number of websites and applications in the world today continues to accelerate, businesses are under more pressure than ever to impress customers straight away. If a user visits your website and finds slow-loading pages, clunky navigation, or errors, […]

June 4, 2022
Read More 53 User Experience Stats for 2022 



[image: Node.js Authentication – A Complete Guide with Passport and JWT]Node.js Authentication – A Complete Guide with Passport and JWT
Truth be told, it’s difficult for a web application that doesn’t have some kind of identification, even if you don’t see it as a security measure in and of itself. The Internet is a kind of lawless land, and even on free services like Google’s, authentication ensures that abuses will be avoided or at least […]

September 30, 2021
Read More Node.js Authentication – A Complete Guide with Passport and JWT 



[image: Node.js and MongoDB: How to Connect MongoDB With Node]Node.js and MongoDB: How to Connect MongoDB With Node
MongoDB is a document-oriented NoSQL database, which was born in 2007 in California as a service to be used within a larger project, but which soon became an independent and open-source product. It stores documents in JSON, a format based on JavaScript and simpler than XML, but still with good expressiveness. It is the dominant […]

September 27, 2021
Read More Node.js and MongoDB: How to Connect MongoDB With Node 



[image: Using MySQL with Node.js: A Complete Tutorial]Using MySQL with Node.js: A Complete Tutorial
Although data persistence is almost always a fundamental element of applications, Node.js has no native integration with databases. Everything is delegated to third-party libraries to be included manually, in addition to the standard APIs. Although MongoDB and other non-relational databases are the most common choice with Node because if you need to scale an application, […]

September 7, 2021
Read More Using MySQL with Node.js: A Complete Tutorial 



[image: Node.Js Vs Django: Which Is the Best for Your Project]Node.Js Vs Django: Which Is the Best for Your Project
Django and NodeJs are two powerful technologies for web development, both have great functionality, versatile applications, and a great user interface. Both are open source and can be used for free. But which one fits your project best? NodeJs is based on JavaScript, while Django is written in Python. These are two equally popular technologies […]

August 31, 2021
Read More Node.Js Vs Django: Which Is the Best for Your Project 



[image: Nodejs Vs PHP:  Which Works Best?]Nodejs Vs PHP: Which Works Best?
Before getting into the “battle” between Node.js and PHP we need to understand why the issue is still ongoing. It all started with the increased demand for smartphone applications, their success forcing developers to adapt to new back-end technologies that could handle a multitude of simultaneous requests. JavaScript has always been identified as a client-side […]

August 30, 2021
Read More Nodejs Vs PHP: Which Works Best? 



[image: Node.Js Vs Python: Which One Should You Pick for Your Next Web Application]Node.Js Vs Python: Which One Should You Pick for Your Next Web Application
When starting a new project such as a web application, several options come to our mind: Python, Node.js, PHP, Java, Ruby, and Go. And if they don’t, this is the right time to learn. Each of these languages has series of characteristics and uses that make it distinct from the rest. Today we are going […]

August 24, 2021
Read More Node.Js Vs Python: Which One Should You Pick for Your Next Web Application 
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HostPresto Were known
as Dream Hosting (dream-hosting.co.uk)
until June 2014.
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